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Delayed neutron spectra

- Group 1: fraction 0.0340 (decay/shake 1.237E-10)
- Group 2: fraction 0.1500 (decay/shake 3.340E-10)
- Group 3: fraction 0.1550 (decay/shake 1.210E-09)
- Group 4: fraction 0.4460 (decay/shake 3.210E-09)
- Group 5: fraction 0.1720 (decay/shake 1.210E-08)
- Group 6: fraction 0.0430 (decay/shake 3.290E-08)
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Photon emission for fission

![Graph showing photon emission for fission in TH-232, with axes labeled for energy (MeV) and probability.](image)
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ENDF/B-V TH-232 thermal capture photon spectrum